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People ride their bicycle along the river Tiber in Rome.
— AFP photos

A man rides his bicycle across a bicycle lane at Ponte
della Musica bridge in Rome.

Women ride their bicycle across the Sant’Angelo
bridge in Rome.

People ride their bicycle along Lungotevere Aventino
on one of the city’s new bicycle lanes in Rome.

Customers gather on a terrace beside Lake Geneva in Lausanne, as terraces reopened in Switzerland. — AFP photos

This file photograph shows the logo of the
social network Instagram on a smart-
phone, in Toulouse, south-western France.

Caroline Jurie (second left) removes the crown of Pushpika de Silva during the onstage
fracas. — AFP 

A
Mrs World winner facing criminal
charges after an on-stage fracas
at a Sri Lankan beauty pageant

has relinquished her title, organizers
said yesterday. Caroline Jurie made
international headlines after yanking the
crown off the winner at the local seg-
ment of Mrs World in Sri Lanka at a
Colombo theatre this month. Jurie won
the entire Mrs World competition last
year in Las Vegas but California-based
Mrs World Inc. said in a statement she
had now voluntarily stepped down and
the 2020 crown has now gone to runner
up Kate Schneider of Ireland.

Jurie had faced social media calls to
give up her title after being arrested
with an associate Chula Padmendra,
following the unruly scenes on stage.
Both have been charged with using
criminal force and causing damage.
They are on bail ahead of a first hearing
on June 28. Jurie had claimed that this
year’s Mrs Sri Lanka winner Pushpika
de Silva was ineligible for the prize as
she was divorced. The Mrs Sri Lanka
victor qualifies to enter the next Mrs
World competition. 

To qualify for the title, contestants
must be married. De Silva is estranged
from her husband, but they are legally
married. The local franchise holder for
the pageant, Chandimal Jayasinghe,
has demanded compensation from Jurie
for damage to the stage and dressing
rooms where several mirrors were
smashed. — AFP Instagram lets

users filter insults 
in private 
message requests

I
nstagram started offering users yester-
day the option to filter incoming direct
message requests for hurtful language,

a step aimed at showing the Facebook-
owned social network is serious about
reducing online harassment. “Because
DMs are private conversations, we don’t
proactively look for hate speech or bully-
ing the same way we do elsewhere,”
Instagram said in a blog post.

But requests to open new private chats
are “where people usually receive abu-
sive messages,” it added. Running on the
user’s device to preserve privacy, rather
than Instagram’s servers, the new filters
will block requests to open a direct mes-
saging conversation that contain offensive
words, expressions or emojis. As well as
a set of pre-defined filters, users will be
able to add their own terms to their per-
sonal block list, just as they already can
for comments on their posts.

At first, users in seven countries-
Britain, France, Ireland, Germany,
Australia, New Zealand, and Canada-will
be given the option, with more to follow
“over the next few months”. “These are
the countries where public figures, espe-
cially football players, have been victims
of abuse and offensive language in direct
messages,” Instagram public policy man-
ager in France Clotilde Briend told AFP.
“Most hate speech comes in these direct
message requests. We’ll give everyone
the option of reporting these messages to
us, or not,” she added.

Facebook is also considering rolling
the filter out to its other chat properties
Messenger and WhatsApp, Briend said.
With more than one billion users,
Instagram has like other social networks
spent years trying to fight harassment,
hate speech and disinformation. In 2019,
it set up artificial intelligence-based warn-
ings to people trying to post insulting mes-
sages, and recently said it would use
machine learning to work out users’ real
age.—AFP

T
he Swiss hit the al fresco dining
tables and were back pumping iron
on Monday as the country reopened

outdoor cafes and indoor gyms despite
rising COVID case rates. At the Lausanne
Weightlifting and Bodybuilding Club, 74-
year-old Francois Jeanmonod was
delighted to be back after months away
due to the pandemic. He was at the club
to meet other bodybuilding enthusiasts, all
retirees, from “the first hour” that the facili-
ty reopened. “We don’t just come to build
big muscles-we come to chat,” he told

AFP, cleaning down equipment with a wet
wipe.

Though daily coronavirus case num-
bers are going up, Switzerland eased
anti-COVID restrictions on Monday,
notably reopening cinemas, sports halls,
and cafe and restaurant patios-along with
several large-scale vaccination centers in
cities like Lausanne and Geneva. Some
9,830 people have been killed by the virus
in Switzerland, population 8.6 million,
while nearly 634,400 have tested positive.

At the weightlifting club, facemasks do
not need to be worn if gym-goers keep
1.5 meters apart, but they are required in
the changing rooms. Even if club mem-
bers have been out exercising on the
shores of Lake Geneva, they all said that
getting back in the gym was priceless.
“For morale and mates,” said 74-year-old
Jean-Jacques Subilia, perched on a gym
bike. “It’s a relief. Coming here is social,”
said Didier Dewarrat, 72. The fitness
rooms were near full on reopening.

Waiting on tables 
“We had a lot more people than we

expected, and everyone expressed their
relief after a winter at home,” said Filipa
Amorim, 24, manager of a Let’s Go
Fitness center in Lausanne, where about
50 people, all fairly young and masked,
worked out on weight machines. “Many
are happy to see the coaches again,” she
said, stressing that mask-wearing was
mandatory even during cardio activities.
Fitness instructor Tatiana Atanasio, 32,
said: “It’s part of my lifestyle. “A year with-
out coming really got to me. I used to play
sports outside but it’s not the same
because I hate doing sport on my own.”

Nearby cafes reopened their outdoor
tables, after months of waiting. They were
not crowded due to the cool spring air, but
bright sunshine still drew in customers.
Theatre student Sarah, 20, could not
resist stopping by for a coffee. She had
organized her day meticulously in order to
celebrate the reopening of outdoor tables.
“After ... we will have alcoholic drinks
tonight,” she beamed. “Mental health has
been completely forgotten during the lock-
down, compared to physical health, which
the hospitals took care of. We forgot all

about those people who live on their
own.” Seated nearby, Herve Lesserteur,
52, added: “The bistrot and its outdoor
tables are a social hub. Seeing people
counts for something.

“I work in schools, we are surrounded
by children all day long, and until now we
could not go for a drink on the terrace with
friends.” Daily case rates in the land-
locked Alpine nation are roughly the same
as in neighbors Germany and Italy,
though lower than the European Union
average-and half the rate in France.
Swiss rates bottomed out in the second
half of February but have been on the rise
since early March. Nearly two million vac-
cine doses have been administered. After
more than a year of the pandemic, includ-
ing several spells of semi-confinement,
Lesserteur has learned to take things with
a pinch of salt. “Things open, things close
again,” he said. “This should not stop you
living your life.”— AFP

W
ith its historic seven hills, crazy
traffic, cobbles and notoriously
crumbling roads, Rome has

never been the ideal city for cyclists-but
with the coronavirus pandemic, things
are changing. As elsewhere, streets
emptied by COVID-19 restrictions have
given cyclists room to breathe, but a
new network of bike lanes and generous
government subsidies to buy bicycles
have also helped fuel the boom. One of
the converts is Valeria Picchi, a 36-year-
old mother-of-two who sold her scooter
last year and bought an e-bike with a
kids’ trailer.  “I feel like a rare bird,” she
told AFP. “People look at us, my kids are
thrilled... I’m becoming a bit of a celebri-
ty in the neighborhood.”

Many in Rome still balk at the idea of
setting off on a bicycle into the throng of
buzzing Vespas, dented old Fiats and
other kings of the Roman traffic jungle.
Cyclists in the eternal city also have to
brave streets so badly potholed that
Honda, Piaggio and other motorbike
manufacturers reportedly use them to

test the limits of the suspension of their
new models.  Picchi was persuaded by
the fact that she can do much of her
commute and the school run on a proper
bike lane, protected from traffic-a privi-
lege denied to most Romans, at least for
the moment. 

She also took up a government
scheme offering up to 500 euros ($600)
to people buying a new or second-hand
bike or electric scooter, which received
119,000 applications last year. “A revolu-
tion is under way and I am part of it!” she
exclaimed, wheeling her bike around the
Villa Leopardi park in the northern
Nomentano district on a sunny but chilly
spring morning. “We’re not Denmark, we
also need a revolution in our way of
thinking, but we will slowly, slowly get
there.”

Painting over cobbles  
Some think the progress is too slow.

“Five years ago you hardly saw any
bicycles in Rome. Nobody used them
except for a ride in the park on

Sundays,” said Roberto Scacchi, region-
al head of pro-environment lobby
Legambiente.  But speaking to AFP from
a main road near the Termini train sta-
tion, where a bike lane was recently
added, he said: “I don’t see any revolu-
tion... It’s still one bicycle for every 100
cars.”   According to the European
Cyclists’ Federation, which has collated
data about European capitals from dif-
ferent years, only 0.6 percent of Romans
cycle regularly, against 49 percent of
Copenhagen residents. 

Mayor Virginia Raggi last year
announced 150 kilometers (90 miles) of
new bike lanes, adding to an existing
network of around 250 kilometers, and
getting the city closer to its own ideal tar-
get of 500 kilometers. But Legambiente
complains that just some 15 kilometres
have been completed so far, and most of
them are “temporary”, meaning a line of
paint on the side of the road, with no
barriers to protect cyclists from cars.
One major cycle lane in the north of the
city abruptly turns into cobbles at points-

rather than being replaced with tarmac,
they have simply been painted over.

‘Bubble could burst’ 
Giulio Maselli, a bike shop owner in

central Rome, reported a jump in sales of
at least 50 per cent last year, but said
Rome urgently needs to upgrade its
cycling infrastructure to keep up with
demand. “Otherwise this bubble is des-
tined to burst,” he said. Local authorities

insist they are on it. Stefano Brinchi, head
of municipal transport agency Roma
Mobilita, said the city was working to foster
an “irreversible” shift towards greener
mobility. “We need to dispel the myth that
Rome should be considered a bike-
unfriendly city,” he said, pointing to, among
other things, the grand plan of a 45-kilo-
metre cycling ring road around the city.

The so-called GRAB (Great Bicycle
Ring Road) would join the Colosseum, the
Vatican area and the hip Trastevere district
to lesser known districts in the east of
Rome, like Tor Pignattara, and big parks in
the north, like the Aniene natural reserve.
According to campaigners, the project is
fully funded, officially endorsed by the city
of Rome, and could be ready by the end
of 2022.  “It’s going be the most beautiful
cycle path in the world,” Legambiente’s
Scacchi said. “Today, unfortunately, it’s the
most beautiful cycle path, but in the virtual
world.”— AFP

A long exposure photograph shows bicycle
riding along Lungotevere Aventino on a
bicycle lane.


